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ABSTRACT 

The increased complexity of building systems and the 

need of accurate prediction of their energy consumption 

and indoor comfort, both before and after construction, 

have led to perform numerous power-consuming 

simulations, even by coupling different tools and 

components, to choose the best design/control 

strategies. Both multiple scenario analysis and singular 

scenario co-simulation with different tools can benefit 

from parallel computing solution; however, each has its 

challenges, like big data analytics and communication 

optimization. Among different methods that address 

these issues, cloud computing is a possible solution. As 

a matter of fact, cloud computing, as an efficient 

method for handling workloads of great diversity and 

massive scale, has received increasing attentions and it 

has been increasingly adopted in diverse areas, such as 

big data analytics, web and mobile applications and 

high performance computing due to its various 

advantages including No up-front investments, lower 

operating costs, high scalability and elasticity, easy 

access and reduction of business risks and maintenance 

expenses. In this article, we will describe the 

advantages and disadvantages of using cloud computing 

for the simulation and optimization of building 

performances and compare it with other possible 

solutions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The EPBD recast (Directive 2010/31/EU) requests that 

Member States shall ensure that minimum energy 

performance requirements for buildings are set “with a 

view to achieving cost-optimal levels” (EU No 

244/2012). These costs should include investment costs, 

maintenance and operating costs, earnings from energy 

produced and disposal costs (if applicable). To produce, 

distribute and consume energy in the smartest way, 

while assuring today’s comforts, buildings became 

more coupled with their boundaries, systems and users. 

As also explained in (Augenbroe, 2011) “the design 

decision-making requires the careful balancing of 

different, and sometimes conflicting, performance 

targets” and must consider results’ uncertainties, choose 

suitable tools, select/define correct Performance 

Indicators (PIs) and weighting factors for different 

goals. Accordingly, complex, multi-scenario design 

options might need to be simulated to find problem’s 

Pareto set, as provided in robust parametric multi-

objective optimization. 

Moving the scale of enquiry to the city level, taking 

decision in real-time and addressing multi-objective 

robust optimization, are some of the new challenges in 

building’s design and operation. The need to reduce 

computational time, together with the large availability 

of multicore processors and other parallel computing 

hardware, impose parallel computing as a vital trend. 

Owing to the success of the Internet and with the rapid 

development of processing and storage technologies, 

computing resources have become cheaper, more 

powerful and more universally available than before. 

Cloud computing realized a new computing paradigm 

in which resources (e.g., CPU, storage) are provided as 

general utilities that can be leased and released by users 

through Internet in an on-demand approach, with a pay-

as-you-go pricing model. Cloud computing increases 

flexibility and efficiency in terms of costs and energy 

consumption. 

In this work, first, we will provide a short introduction 

on parallel computing, then the cloud computing 

definition and its features are presented. Following, the 

efficiency of cloud computing for High Performance 

Computing (HPC) will be reviewed. Finally, the 

possibilities and limitations of using cloud computing 

for different aspects of building design and control, will 

be discussed. 

PARALLEL COMPUTING 

Due to a large availability of multicore processors and 

multiprocessor systems, parallel computing becomes a 

vital trend in mainstream computing. Cloud computing 
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and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), together with 

parallel computing compromise three critical areas that 

are influencing on the development of the application 

software now and in the predictable future. SOA is an 

architectural style to build software applications that 

use services available in a network like web, and it 

promotes loose coupling among components to be more 

reused. Parallel computer is a set of processors that are 

able to work cooperatively to solve a computational 

problem. The main reasons for using parallel computing 

are saving time, solving large problems, and providing 

concurrency. However, it has some overheads like task 

start up time, synchronization, data communication 

software overhead, imposed by parallel language, 

libraries, etc., and task termination time. 

According to the level that hardware supports 

parallelism, parallel computing can be classified in 

multi-core and multi-processor computers with multiple 

processing elements in a single machine, and clusters, 

Massively Parallel Processors (MPPs), and grids using 

multiple computers. Parallelization can also be 

implemented by cloud computing, since it provides 

dynamically scalable resources from anywhere at 

anytime as a service via Internet. Although cloud 

computing relies on grid computing as its backbone 

(Foster et al. 2008), they differ in various aspects like 

security, programming model, compute model, 

application, data model and abstractions. 

Recently, Graphical Processor Units (GPUs) are rapidly 

gaining maturity as powerful engines for 

computationally demanding applications. They are 

characterized by massively parallel architecture, high 

floating point performance and memory bandwidth. 

GPUs are designed for a particular class of applications 

with these characteristics: computational requirements 

are large, parallelism is substantial, and throughput1 is 

more important than latency2. However, the adoption of 

GPU has some limitations, since, e.g., GPU 

programming is harder than the traditional 

programming and needs more knowledge on the 

underlying hardware to gain the maximum 

performance. 

Parallel computer programming is more difficult than 

sequential one, since concurrency introduces several 

software issues like race conditions, and for a good 

parallel programming performance, communication and 

synchronization among subtasks needs to be defined 

well. Parallel programming includes all the 

characteristics of the serial programming, with three 

                                                           
1 Number of actions executed or results produced per 

unit of time 
2 The time required to perform some action or to 

produce some result 

additional steps: identify concurrency (analyze a 

problem to identify tasks that can execute 

concurrently), expose concurrency (restructure a 

problem so tasks can be effectively exploited, by 

finding the dependencies among tasks and organizing 

the source code), express concurrency (express the 

parallel algorithm in source code via parallel 

programming). Parallel programming based on the 

underlying memory architecture can be classified in 

shared memory, distributed memory, and shared 

distributed memory. Shared memory programming 

languages communicate by manipulating shared 

memory variables, while distributed memory uses 

message passing. Choosing a particular parallel 

programming model can be difficult at a beginning of a 

project. Among them, OpenMP, a parallel 

programming model, is supported on the most widely 

native programming languages and mostly used for 

shared memory. The other example is Message Passing 

Interface (MPI) that is a parallel programming API and 

designed for HPC on multiprocessor and clusters. MPI 

program is a set of independent processes that interact 

by sending and receiving messages. Since MPI assumes 

very little of the hardware in the parallel computer, it 

can be run on all parallel systems from symmetric 

multiproccessors to distributed memory, massively 

parallel supercomputers to clusters. 

CLOUD COMPUTING: DEFINITIONS 

AND FEATURES 

From the technical definition (Mell et al. 2011) “cloud 

computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient on-demand network access to a shared pool 

of resources (e.g., network servers, storage, applications 

and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction.” Clouds have three service 

models. First, “Infrastructure as a Service” (IaaS) that 

refers to on-demand provisioning physical resources, 

usually in terms of Virtual Machines (VMs). The 

consumers can deploy and run arbitrary software and 

they do not manage or control the underlying cloud 

infrastructure. Examples of IaaS providers include: 

Amazon EC2, Windows Azure Virtual Machines, 

Google Compute Engine, GoGrid, and Flexiscale. 

Second, “Platform as a Service” (PaaS) which refers to 

platform layer resources, including operating system 

support, database, web server and software 

development frameworks. This means users host an 

environment for their applications and can control 

them, but they can not control the operating system, 

hardware or network that are using. PaaS provider 

examples include: Google App Engine and Microsoft 

Windows Azure Compute. The last model is “Software 
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as a Service” (SaaS) that refers to providing on-demand 

applications over Internet, in a way that providers 

install and operate application software on a cloud 

infrastructure and users access them through an 

interface via Internet. SaaS pricing model is typically 

yearly or monthly. Related examples include: Google 

Apps, Microsoft Office 356 and Autodesk 360. 

In addition, clouds have four deployment models. In 

Public Cloud the infrastructure is provisioned by 

general public for open use. In Private Cloud, the 

infrastructure is provisioned by single organization for 

exclusive use. It can be managed by organization or 

third parties or some combination of them. Private 

cloud offers the highest degree of control over 

performance, reliability and security. However, it does 

not provide benefits such as no up-front cost. In 

Community Cloud, the infrastructure is shared by 

several organizations with same concerns. Hybrid 

Cloud is a combination of two or more clouds that 

remain unique entities, but are bound together by 

standardized or proprietary technologies that enables 

data and application portability. 

Cloud computing provisioning relies heavily on 

virtualization, which enables offering the homogenous 

service simultaneously to all users. The main reasons of 

virtualization are abstraction and encapsulation. One 

important advantage of the virtualization is that on the 

same physical infrastructure, different runtime 

environment can exist without re-initialization of 

hardware. Runtime environment can be managed easily 

and start/stop quickly. VMs are running separately and 

to test and debug parallel applications, virtual nodes can 

be setup easily as many as needed to detect scalability 

problems (need to increase or decrease VMs). A key 

aspect of virtualization is the Virtual Machine Monitor 

(VMM), also called hypervisor, that is the lowest and 

most privileged layer and above it one or more guest 

operating systems exist. “Xen” is a popular VMM 

among cloud providers, and support two virtualization 

technologies: full virtualization (HVM), and 

paravirtualization (PV). Despite the undeniable 

advantages, virtualization adds some overhead and 

performance degradation. This gap has been reduced by 

supporting virtualization on new developed hardware. 

Accordingly, the observation results in (Barham et al. 

2003, Di Lauro et al. 2012) proved that virtualization of 

the CPU, GPU and memory resources presents very 

low overhead, close native (bare-metal). However, the 

amount of performance losses depends on the 

applications. 

HPC CLOUD COMPUTING 

HPC is the use of supercomputers and parallel 

processing techniques for solving complex 

computational problems and analyzing or developing 

large datasets. HPC systems often derive their 

computational power from exploiting parallelism. HPC 

was traditionally relied on supercomputers, clusters, 

and computing grids. Recently, cloud computing 

become attractive for HPC, since virtualized resources 

can be exploited when they are needed and are 

dynamically scalable without any efforts and 

investment to setup and run local clusters, adapting a 

pay-per-use cost model. HPC typically requires low 

latency and high bandwidth inter-processor to provide 

scalable performance. Message-passing interface such 

as MPI is the preferred choice for communications in 

HPC environments. The main drawbacks detected by 

the first attempts using cloud computing in HPC since 

2005 up to 2010, are low performance of virtualized 

systems, network overhead and a small per-node 

memory. In order to overcome these drawbacks, 

Amazon EC2 introduced Cluster Compute Instances 

(CCI), in two types: CC1 and CC2, and Cluster GPU 

Instance (CGI), which are optimized specifically for 

HPC applications with high bandwidth and low latency 

network connection, 10 Gigabit Ethernet, and high 

compute capacity. Nevertheless, the virtualized 

network, supported in Amazon EC2, is not efficient 

enough and it causes communication performance 

penalty. 

The performance of Amazon’s instances has been 

compared with some clusters, described in Table 1, 

using the set of benchmarks reported in Table 2. 

In (Mehrotra et al. 2012) the performance of CC1, was 

compared to Pleiades. The results of running High 

Performance Computing Challenge (HPCC) 

Benchmarks on both environments showed fairly 

equivalence node performance, while the network of 

CC1 is considerably worse. In addition, in an 8 nodes 

experiment, high latency and low bandwidth were 

observed, while in inter-node communication minimum 

latency and maximum bandwidth were observed. 

Moreover, the results of running NAS Parallel 

Benchmarks (NPB)3, displayed reasonably close 

performance of CC1 to Pleiades for a node (up to 8 

cores) for the kernel benchmarks and 16 cores for 

application benchmarks, due to the higher performance 

of the scalability of intra-VM shared memory 

communications, and showed the low overhead of OS 

level virtualization of cloud system. By increasing the 

number of nodes, the performance of CC1 decreased 

due to the network virtualization overhead. 

 

                                                           
3 small set of programs designed to help evaluate the 

performance of supercomputers that are derived from 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
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Table 1 Hardware/Software configuration of referenced HPC systems 
 

 AMAZON 

CC1 CLOUD 

AMAZON 

CC2 CLOUD 

AMAZON CGI 

CLOUD 

PLEIADES 

CLUSTER (NASA) 

INFINIBAND 

CLOUD 

CPU and or 

GPU 

CPU: Intel 

Xeon X5570 

Nehalem 

CPU: Intel 

Xeon E5-2670 

Sandy Bridge 

CPU: 2 Intel Xeon 

X5570 

GPU: 2 NVIDIA Tesla 

‘Fermi’ M2050 

CPU: Intel Xeon 

X5570 Nehalem 

CPU: Intel 

Xeon E5520 

Core numbers 8 16 4 8 4 

Memory 23 GB 60.5 GB 22 GB 60.5 GB 6 GB 

Network 

Technology 

Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet InfiniBand InfiniBand 

Network 

Topology 

Unknown Unknown Unknown Hypercube Unknown 

Virtualization Xen HVM Xen HVM Xen HVM NO KVM 

Clock speed 2.60 GHz 2.93 GHz 2.93 GHz 2.93 GHz 2.26 GHz 

 
Table 2 HPCC, NPB and GPGPU Benchmarks (BM) 

used in Mehrotra et al. 2012 and Expósito et al. 2013a. 
 

ACR DESCRIPTION BM 

DGEMM Floating point rate of execution 

of double precision matrix-

matrix multiplication 

HPCC 

Bandwidth 

and 

Latency 

Latency and bandwidth of 

simultaneous communication 

patterns 

HPCC 

CG Conjugate gradient, irregular 

memory access and 

communication 

NPB kn 

FT Discrete 3D FFTs, all to all 

communication 

NPB kn 

MG multi-grid, long and short 

distance communication, 

memory intensive 

NPB kn 

EP Embarrassingly parallel NPB kn 

IS Integer sort, random memory 

access 

NPB kn 

BT block tri-diagonal solver NPB App 

SP Scalar penta-diagonal solver NPB App 

LU Lower-upper gauss Seidel NPB App 

SPMV Multiplication of sparse matrix 

and vector 

GPGPU kn 

GEMM Matrix multiplication GPGPU kn 

FFT Fast Fourier transform GPGPU kn 

CFD Grid finite volume solver for 

3D Euler equations for 

compressible flow 

GPGPU kn 

ACR= Acronym, kn= kernel, App = application 
 

From the results, inter-node communication was the 

main factor in the slow performance of CC1. The 

results showed a significant increase in communication 

time when adding more nodes to single node and an 

overhead from 15% for EP to more than 40% for IS that 

determined the impact of memory allocation 

virtualization and access on Amazon. The performance 

of two Amazon CCI instances was compared in 

(Expósito et al. 2013a). The analyses of running NPB 

benchmarks, showed that although the more power of 

CC2 and its slightly better point to point 

communication, its scalability is even poorer than CC1 

for communication-intensive applications. The authors 

recommended CC2 for the application with high 

bandwidth requirements, and said CC1 in general is 

more cost effective than CC2. In addition, they showed 

that multi-level parallelism experiment, based on two 

level parallelisms through MPI+OpenMP codes, is the 

most scalable and cost-effective solution for Amazon 

HPC instances. 

In (Mauch et al. 2013) a novel architecture for HPC 

IaaS clouds based on InfiniBand connection was 

presented. This architecture provides an individual 

network configuration with Quality of Service (QoS) 

mechanisms. Their results showed that InfiniBand 

interconnect can improve cloud computing IaaS 

solution, but it is a complex technology and is not 

supported directly by current hypervisor. 

In addition, General Purpose Graphics processing Units 

(GPGPU) for HPC were evaluated in cloud, by running 

some kernels (Table 2) on 32 CGI nodes (Expósito et 

al. 2013b). SPMV and GEMM obtained practically the 

same performance results on the used physical cluster, 

Computer Architecture Group (CAG) test bed, and 

CGIs. Moreover, the CFD results showed a slowdown 

in cloud with respect to CAG of about 1.1 with CPU 

and 1.4, averagely, with different GPU languages 

(OpenCL and CUDA), and a speed up on GPUs with 

respect to CPUs around 5.2 on cloud and 8.6 on CAG. 

Since by enabling Error Correction Code (ECC) -a type 

of computer data storage to detect and correct internal 

data corruption- in CGI a portion of GPU memory is 
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used for ECC bits and a great overhead will be added, it 

was disabled (Expósito et al. 2013b, Zaspel et al. 2011). 

However, in (Georgescu et al. 2011) it was discussed 

that ECC is not required for the iterative solvers, since 

by the next iteration probable errors in the solution 

vector will be corrected. In overall, it was concluded 

that efficient access to the GPU in virtualized 

environment makes GPGPU as a possible option. 

However, the overhead caused by virtualized network 

limits the scalability of communication intensive 

applications. 

In addition, the performance of a CFD simulation in 

cloud was explored in (Zaspel et al. 2011) with 

benchmarking an MPI-parallel fluid solver NaSt3DGPF 

(Croce et al. 2010) that uses the standard domain 

decomposition approach of Schwarz for parallel 

computations. The experiment was done on several 

HPC instances of Amazon. This parallel solver is for 

three-dimensional incompressible two-phase Navier-

Stokes equations with surface tension effects, based on 

(Dornseifer et al. 1998). For the CPU implementation, a 

good scaling was obtained from one compute node up 

to eight nodes, but the bandwidth problem of Amazon’s 

HPC caused breakdown in the scaling when using more 

than eight instances without reservation of more 

instances. The observed results with cloud are not very 

different from the reference results, obtained from a 

physical cluster. In the multi-GPU case, the parallel 

speed-up was observed up to four instances, while for 

16 GPU’s, like in CPU simulation, no further scaling 

was obtained. 

BUILDING SIMULATION AND CLOUD 

COMPUTING SOLUTIONS 

The complexity of the building or its features, may 

require the use of computationally expensive simulation 

tools (Djunaedy et al. 2005) and, in some cases, more 

than one tool, running in co-simulation (Wetter 2010, 

Zang et al. 2013). Accordingly, possible huge 

computational time has historically blocked the use of 

robust multi-objective optimization, the use of CFD or 

ray-tracing solver in “yearly” co-simulations and the 

use of BPSts at operational time (in favor of 

metamodels). To reach the objectives stated in the 

introduction, all these barriers should be removed. 

In the following paragraphs, the possibilities offered at 

different level of the building design and operation 

process, exploiting parallelization techniques and cloud 

computing, will be discussed. 

Multi-scenario analysis 

In a multi-objective optimization process, under 

uncertainties and stochastic/unknown input data, the 

same instruction should be repeated thousands or 

millions of times with different input data. To speed up 

the process, each scenario can be calculated in-parallel, 

but a large numbers of computer and/or human 

resources are then needed. In this case, resources’ 

allocation applied to the used tool, once enabled to 

execute multiple instances in the same machine, can 

speed-up the process. As a matter of fact, in (Naboni et 

al. 2013), cloud has been used to perform parametric 

optimization in order to compare the number of yearly 

simulations (scenarios) achievable in a fixed time, using 

a cloud with 80 cores, a standard cluster with 20 cores 

and a desktop PC with 2 cores. The cloud solution 

computed about 40 times more scenarios than the 

desktop PC and 4 times more scenarios than the cluster. 

While in multi-scenario simulation process no 

communication is required among scenarios, an 

algorithm is needed to distribute scenarios among the 

resources and to compare their results. Cloud 

computing can effectively handle and analyze the 

massive amount of computed results via efficiently 

proved parallel programming models. 

Computationally expensive simulations: the CFD 

case 

CFD simulations have been employed in building 

design at three main levels of enquiry: component 

description, indoor airflow level and outdoor airflow 

level. In the first case, CFD simulations concern 

component’s detailed studies, involving a large amount 

of grid elements (thousands). In indoor airflow 

simulation, depending on the complexity of the 

geometry, case studies have been solved with an 

elevated (thousands), or limited (especially in co-

simulation, hundreds) number of grid elements. In the 

last case, with respect to the others, the largest amount 

of grid elements (millions) are required. Depending on 

the number of grid elements involved in the calculation, 

one or two levels of parallelization can be applied. At 

the first level, the math algorithms used by the CFD 

solver, such as matrix multiplication or the conjugated 

gradient, are parallelized. This approach is effective 

also with low numbers of grid elements (hundreds) 

(Wang et al. 2011). In (Yang 2013) the most time 

consuming sequential code for CFD calculations in 

CONTAM was parallelized for running on GPU, and, 

for different case studies, a speed up from 1.5 to 6.1 on 

total computational time was observed. At the second 

level, through Domain Decomposition, the original 

physical domain is splitted into sub-domains. This 

approach is effective only when the number of grid 

elements is elevated (Croce et al. 2010). Both levels of 

parallelization have been applied to building simulation 

using GPU (Senocak et al. 2009, Yang 2013). 
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Although the reviewed CFD experiments on the cloud 

are not directly applied to building physics problems, 

their results motivate using parallelized CFD in cloud 

computing to spread the use of CFD into the design 

process. 

Co-simulation 

Co-simulation between different tools is mandatory 

when a single BPSt is not “complete” enough to 

simulate accurately all the aspects of complex Building 

Systems. As we have seen in the previous paragraphs, 

the parallelization of a code is a process that relies on 

maximizing the concurrency of the involved sub-tasks 

without adding unbearable overhead due to iterations 

and communications. Consequently, the parallelization 

achieved, by coupling different existing codes, could 

not be the most computationally efficient solution. 

The worst case is when the co-simulation involve 

different tools highly dependent to each other and 

communication is relevant over computation. A rich 

terminology for the identification of components’ 

iterative behavior and calculation priority inside one 

time step is explained in (Trčka et al. 2010, Zhai et al. 

2002, Zhai et al. 2005). Lots of efforts have been spent 

to evaluate the consequences of reducing 

communications and iterations in this kind of 

simulations either when CFD is involved (Zhai et al. 

2006, Bartak et al. 2002, Djunaedy et al 2005), or not 

(Trčka et al. 2010, Beausoleil-Morrison et al. 2013). 

Tightly integrated building-energy systems need to be 

solved through more accurate strong (iterative) 

coupling, as shown in (Bartak et al. 2002, Beausoleil-

Morrison et al. 2013). A loose coupling, with “little 

enough” time step, was suggested in (Trčka et al. 2009, 

Yi et al. 2013, Gowreesunker et al. 2013) to reduce 

computational time. Among loose coupling strategies, 

cross-coupling reduces communications between 

processes and increases concurrency as much as 

possible (Trčka et al. 2010). 

Other suggested strategies to reduce calculation time 

when using tools with very different computational 

times (like BES and CFD), are: using different time 

steps for CFD and non-CFD tools (Barbason et al. 

2014); performing co-simulation with CFD solver only 

during yearly periods that satisfied certain criteria (Zhai 

et al. 2013) and interpolate achieved results for the rest 

of year (Zang et al. 2012); performing co-simulation 

with CFD solver during only some hours of the day, 

when outdoor condition requires it (Yi et al. 2013) and 

using a virtualized or bin method to solve CFD problem 

yearly, based on a restricted number of CFD 

calculations (Zhai et al. 2005). 

When the different tools involved in a co-simulation are 

built using parallelization techniques, cloud computing 

could be a valuable solution to speed-up the calculation. 

Since the communication in one node is not a problem 

in cloud and virtualization overhead has been shown to 

be small, as in Amazon EC2 (Mehrotra et al. 2012), if 

one node is enough and no parallelization techniques 

are employed, it is expected that the results of co-

simulation on cloud will be comparable with the one on 

current PC. However, these considerations are strongly 

dependent on the cloud and PC features and on the 

specific problem. 

Monitoring and Control with BES 

People and device sensors are today’s protagonists in 

the generation of real-time fastest-growing big data. 

Companies and consumers are relying on real-time 

services and expect it from Building Management 

System (BMS), too. Using BPSts during operation time 

is valuable to clearly and accurately define error 

thresholds in Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) 

(Clarke at al. 2002, Pang et al. 2012) and to obtain a 

prediction of energy and demand reductions associated 

with their uncertainty (Reddy et al. 2007). Calibrated, 

physically-based simulation models are gaining new 

interest in real-time building energy use optimization, 

through their connection to sensor and actuators (Clarke 

at al. 2002, Pang et al. 2013, Wen et al. 2011, Costa et 

al. 2013) thanks also to tools like the BCVTB (Wetter 

2011). The speed-up of BPSts, thanks to parallelization 

and cloud, is again a key aspect to allow their efficient 

use at operational time. 

Moreover, a cloud solution could be an important 

strategy to reach Europe 2020 energy targets, allowing 

users to monitor their energy usage in real time 

compared to actualized target values. 

BUILDING SIMULATION AS A SERVICE 

Thanks to Multi-tenancy, the same service is provided 

exactly in the same way to all cloud users. SaaS 

providers need to consider the cost of developing multi-

tenancy software, which may cause re-design or re-

development of single-tenancy software, and try to 

weight up the trade-off between multi-tenancy and cost 

efficency. In addition, SaaS developers have the 

challenge to design and provide automatic scaling of 

on-demand virtual clusters to offer good QoS. Besides, 

for moving to clouds, the parallel code should work in 

multiserver and it is important to consider the possible 

licensing terms. The software can be managed in a 

centralized way reducing total cost of ownership. SaaS 

model avoids installing or running the applications on 

the computers of users. The delivered services are 

accessible anytime, anywhere over Internet, provided a 

good Internet connection. Users will be charged for the 

combination of communication cost and the charges of 

using cloud service. An example of SaaS in building 
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design field is provided by Autodesk with its Autodesk 

360 cloud services. 

CONCLUSION 

In order to meet the increasing computational needs of 

building simulation, a low-cost and high-performance 

parallel computing is necessary. Optimal solutions are 

achievable if the BPSts is developed to exploit today’s 

hardware architecture (multi-CPU, multicore, GPU, 

cluster, etc.). With cloud computing, users can access 

compute resources, previously unreachable, through 

Internet in an on-demand approach. Various advantages 

are provided by parallelization and cloud computing, 

such as calculation speed-up, scalability, collaborative 

work promotion, cost and energy consume reduction, 

etc. Beside the advantages and spread of cloud 

computing, it also brings some challenges like QoS, 

security, and performance variability. One of the 

important challenges is the low performance of 

virtualized network communications in Amazon EC2, 

which limits scalability of HPC communication 

intensive applications. In addition, automatically 

scaling virtual clusters will be an answer to take full 

advantage of cost-saving opportunity in cloud. For the 

first, we cited some proposed novel architecture and for 

the second one, some work is under progress. An 

application, that is developed to exploit parallelization 

at the different levels, can efficiently run today on 

desktops, as well as on clusters, and tomorrow can 

benefit from cloud with small changes. 

To conclude, although some promising results have 

been shown, further experiments should be performed 

to assess more in detail advantages and drawbacks of 

using cloud solution for BIM-BES and BMS tools. 
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